
The Wine Steward’s 

RED  

COLLECTOR 
W I N E   C L U B 

November 2020 
 

 

 

WINE:  2017 Woodward Canyon  

‘Artist Series’ Cabernet Sauvignon  
 

 

SOURCE:  Washington State 
 

 

 

GRAPES:  85% Cabernet Sauvignon,  

13% Cab Franc, 1% Petit Verdot, 1% Merlot 
   

ATTITUDE:  Somebody needs a Cellar Nap   
 

FOOD:  A Winter Feast (in 2024?)    

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  This is (at least) our fifth submission of Woodward Canyon’s always-dependable 

‘Artist Series’ Cabernet to your club.  A different Northwest artist’s work is represented on the label with 

every new vintage.  Jeb Dunnuck recently tasted it and reviewed thusly: 
 

Rock star notes of pure cassis and spiced red plums are intermixed with lots of cedar pencil, leafy herbs, 

chocolate, and spring flower aromas on the nose. These all carry over to the palate, where the wine is full-

bodied, concentrated, and structured, with ripe, polished yet building tannins that emerge on the finish. As with 

the other 2017s here, the cellar will be your friend, and it's going to reward 4-5 years of bottle age. It's going to 

have 25+ years of longevity. Rating: 94+ 
 

JIM’S WHIMS:  Following up on Jeb’s remarks about the durability of this wine, I’d say this feature 

presents a bit of a biz dilemma for Yours Truly.  If I’m to get more of this Cabernet off my shelf and into 

your car I’d want you to check it out right away; yet its best days are a few years away – when we’ll no 

longer have it.  I suppose these notes might be enough for you to go on, suggesting that along with 

Andrew Will and DeLILLE Cellars, Woodward Canyon is a Washington producer eschewing fruit 

bombast in favor of structure and Bordeaux-like complexity.  – But more of you like to drink your wines 

earlier than later, I’m thinking, so may we at least get you to decant this wine and cook for it?  A winter 

classic like braised short ribs and parsnip mash, filling the kitchen with marvelous scents for the hours it 

takes to finish, will certainly shed some light on this beauty on some upcoming cold and (hopefully!) rainy 

night. 
 

. . . and the price remains the same as last time: 

54.99 / 49.49 for all wine club members 



 

WINE:  2017 Sequoia Grove Cabernet Sauvignon 

 

SOURCE:  Napa Valley 

 

GRAPES:  86% Cabernet Sauvignon, 7% Cabernet Franc,  

           5% Merlot, 1% Malbec, 1% Petit Verdot 

 

ATTITUDE:  Ripe, yet authentically so  

 

PAIR WITH:  Grilled fare:  Ribeye or pork tenderloin    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  Sequoia Grove is located in Rutherford on Highway 29, just a mile north of the 

Oakville Grocery store.  While he has finally moved on to his eponymously-named wine project, Michael 

Trujillo was this producer’s longtime winemaker.  Now Molly Hill runs the winemaking program.  This 

wine uses mostly Rutherford fruit from two vineyards including the estate.  Smaller proportions of Atlas 

Peak, St. Helena, and Oak Knoll grapes are also involved.  With forty years of Cabernet production and a 

staff that tends to stay put, Sequoia Grove rightfully renders Cabernets that are solid expressions of place 

and grape; not immediately leaping from the glass with juvenile jubilance, perhaps, but nudging your 

senses halfway through your first glass: “Hey, ain’t I great?!”  That’s the unhurried Sequoia Grove style, as 

I’ve admired it over the years. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  I love the fact that this winery in the thickest cluster of Napa’s most famous properties – 

right next door to Cakebread and just up the road from Nickel & Nickel, Turnbull, and Opus 1 – has more 

quietly produced solid and (fairly) affordable Cabernet for several decades.  This 2017 maintains the 

tradition.  Its color is a deep crimson.  The nose offers up elements of baked chocolate desserts, coffee, 

and a more classical sense of cedar (redwood, perhaps?).  The mouth is generous with ripe fruits, yet the 

wine is not oversized like some johnny-come-lately cult-style Cabernet.  The fruits – black cherries and 

berries plus violets and a touch of toast and toffee – are framed, contained, and delivered at a metered 

rate.  Rutherford, the place, is allowed to have its say with its classic dustiness.  Tradition is honored with 

a wine that’s just right - enough and not too much – with confident Napa Valley breeding!    

 

A lot of “just right” Rutherford Cabernet for . . . 

 

44.99  / 40.49 for All Wine Club Members 



The Wine Steward’s 

World Class 
W I N E   C L U B 

November 2020  
 

WINE:  2017 Newfound Grenache  
 

SOURCE:  Scaggs Vineyard, Mount Veeder, Napa Valley 
 

GRAPES:  100% Grenache – and knows it. 
 

ATTITUDE:  Truth to varietal and the remarkable place; 

       “nearly-European” in voice. 
 

FOOD:  Roast turkey! 

                                                               
 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  As with last month’s submission of a white wine to your club normally seeing only 

red, we must do a little more qualifying this time:  Besides the red wine programming is the guideline of 

FOREIGN.  We are supposed to be taking you to Tuscany, Bordeaux, Rioja, and Mendoza; not a mere 

two hour’s drive north of The Wine Steward!  Yet I maintain – no, I INSIST – that we are providing a 

“World Class” wine with this bottle.  A mere sixty-six cases were made, coming from a two-acre vineyard 

1100 feet above sea level on Napa’s Mount Veeder; a property owned by none other than R&B artist Boz 

Scaggs.  Certainly, small production and fancy place name and the luster of show biz still might not add up 

to “World Class,” but upon tasting this wine three months ago I knew it was something special; something 

worth bending the rules for.  Newfound Winery is actually a Sierra Foothills concern, with  

proprietor/winemakers identifying intriguing fruit sources throughout Northern California for their tiny-

production, artisanal efforts.  Boz Scaggs has turned over the entire production of his Mount Veeder plot 

(an assemblage of Rhone varieties) to Matt and Audra Naumann of Newfound, who made you this special 

wine.    

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  It should be noted that Boz is also pals (musically and otherwise) with a particular well-

known French and Italian wine importer, Kermit Lynch.  Can it be that this alignment also represents a 

voice in the song of this beautiful wine?  I think so, for there is lovely European-style discretion happening 

here.  The light color is forgivable to those who call Grenache, in its pure (non GSM) form, “The Pinot 

Noir of the Rhone.”  The smells, flavors, and textures compensate abundantly!  The nose is simultaneously 

fruity with strawberries, herbal (nearly botanical) with exotic leafiness, and rich in a dried date way.  The 

mouth, exhibiting more of the same, is elegantly framed with dusty tannins.  There is a very strong 

spiritual kinship to France’s Rhone Valley happening here.  YES:  “World Class”!       
     

39.99 / 35.99 for Wine Club Members, while it lasts 



 

 

 

 

WINE:  2016 Vigne Chigi Casavecchia  
 

 

SOURCE:  Terre del Volturno, Campania, Italy 
 

 

GRAPES:  100% Casavecchia 
 

 

ATTITUDE:  Intense 
 

 

FOOD:  Winter stews, roasted meats.  BIG foods!                                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  We are taking you thirty miles north of Naples to show you a fairly obscure 

varietal.  Casavecchia was said to exist, barely, as a solitary vine crawling about the ruins of an old stone 

house.  From there it was propagated to the point that there are now a few makers of the varietal in these 

northern Campania parts.  If there is a wine you’ve had to stylistically connect to this one, I’d say it might 

be Taurasi, a bold and durable Aglianico happening not far from here.   

 

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  This is one of at least three wines we’ve chosen this month for various clubs which 

should feature an additional label; a WARNING label.  Casavecchia is a curmudgeon, not a floozy nor a 

charmer.  It has no social skills but, rather, grumpily grunts, grimaces, and belches with anti-fruit effects.  

The California wine lover preferring cherries and berries and chocolate must be warned:  You’re about to 

be challenged.  Casavecchia is a curmudgeon, not a fruit-forward cocktail but a daunting, food-craving 

beast.  Leather and tar prevail, with whimpering fruit locked in a cage backstage.   

 

And I love it.  This is an HONEST curmudgeon, cracking a slight smile when you feed it right.  Think of 

how much color, how much intensity of nose and flavor and overall character you’re getting for a nice 

price.  The inherent value of this wine is brought by a lack of renown (i.e. obscurity!) and a particular 

importer we’ve come to respect for his nice prices for interesting wines.   

 

That said, “interesting” needs to be actually drinkable, and is better when it is actually enjoyable.  I believe 

this Casavecchia is quite useful if you heed this warning:  TAKE WITH FOOD; BIG FOOD!   

 

 

28.99 / 26.09 for Wine Club Members 

 



                The Wine Steward’s 

C A L I F O R N I A  
(West Coast) 

W I N E   C L U B 
November 2020 

 

WINE:  2017 Mario Perelli-Minetti Cabernet Sauvignon 
 

SOURCE:  2 very different Napa Valley vineyards  
      

GRAPES:  100% Cabernet Sauvignon 
 

ATTITUDE:  Intensity, with a preference for decanting  
 

FOOD:  Steak! 
 

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:   Here is a solidly-built, air-appreciating 100% Cabernet Sauvignon reflecting, to 

our palate and business sense, excellent value.  Consider:  Its fruit was sourced from two different Napa 

Valley vineyards yet the wine’s price remains fairly modest.  Indeed, Mario Perelli-Minetti Cabernet was 

THE value Cab on our shelves for at least ten years.  “Was” is now “IS – again!”  More on that in a minute.  

Let’s relate in the “facts” section that far fewer than 1,000 cases of this were done, so it’s not bound to 

show up at Safeway and the like.  More importantly, it sources fruit from Napa’s valley floor where you 

have more fertile soil yielding more “happy” grape flavors AND from Napa’s highest vineyard at the top of 

Diamond Mountain.  That latter source, where fertile soils have eroded away to leave more spare and 

rocky ones, is conferring deep color, flavors of violets and black fruits, and tremendous structure befitting 

a Napa Cab costing twice as much.   

 
 

JIM’S WHIMS:  Was.  Is again.  I can tell you this rarely happens in our business.  A wine works so well 

for a while.  Then, for reason such as the loss of an original and better fruit source, or a purchase of the 

brand by some corporate giant, the wine no longer works.  Gone forever.  It never comes back.  “Never,” 

however, has just happened.  Andrew, grandson of Mario who passed away at 101 and worked the wine 

biz all the way there, lost access to the vineyards which used to supply this Cabernet.  He faithfully 

returned each year to show us his alternatively-sourced Cabernets and we just couldn’t bite.  And he 

understood.  The ol’ Mario Perelli-Minetti magic was gone.  Imagine our surprise and gratitude when this 

young man whose perseverance we’ve so admired finally visited with this Cabernet with “blast from the 

past” quality!  There’s something reassuring – especially this year – that what went around has come back 

around; an unlikelihood in our industry.  If this wine needs anything, it’s a little air or patience.  You 

actually have an ageable Napa Cab happening here, for a remarkable price.  Yes, do get some open now.  

Just anticipate with a decanter at hand!          
 

22.99 / 20.69 for ALL Members, for the time being 



 

 

 WINE:  2017 Bokisch Tempranillo       

 

 SOURCE:  Liberty Oaks Vineyard, Jahant-Lodi  

 

 GRAPES:  95% Tempranillo , 2.5% Monastrell (Mourvèdre),  

          2.5% Graciano 

 

 ATTITUDE:  Just right.  People-pleasing AND (our   

               requirement) Accurate!   

 

 FOOD:  Lamb.  Also great on its own.   

 

 
 

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:   Markus Bokisch owns and / or controls and farms a whole lotta vineyard acreage 

in Lodi.  Closest to his heart are the plots where budwood he personally brought from Spain was 

transformed into actual grapevines.  Spain – especially eastern Spain / Catalonia – has long been a 

reference point for Markus, as he spent many a month here as a youth and later as a winemaker.  He’s 

even led groups of his winery’s club members through these areas, as at least two of our own members 

have experienced (happy anniversary, B&J)!   
 

Tempranillo can wear many alternative names on the Iberian Peninsula.  In Porto it is known as Tinta 

Roriz and farther south in Portugal changes to “Aragonez”.  In Spain itself you might hear attributions of 

Tinta de Toro, Tinto Fino, Cencibel, and Ull de Llebre depending on where you are.  These are more than 

regional colloquialisms, as Tempranillo really can adjust its stylistic identity depending on the region’s soil 

and climate… ultimately causing clonal diversions a la the endless Pinot Noir conversation.  I mention this 

to wonder, “What Spanish / Iberian Tempranillo does this Bokisch example most exemplify?”  I’d say 

you’re referencing the friendly warmth of La Mancha, the lively tang of the Penedes (Catalonia), and – 

perhaps – the dark loamy-ness of Ribera del Duero.  Casting all that surmising aside, let me assure you:  

This isn’t just damn good wine, it’s very TEMPRANILLO Tempranillo!     
 

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  I am jealous.  I feel so underachieving.  Here’s this guy wonderfully equipped with 

European wine sensibilities and applying those to farming and winemaking in a California region more 

often producing plonk.  My apologies to those who actually admire stewed tomatoes and essence of lawn 

mower bag in their wines, but Lodi’s wine quality batting average – measured by the standards of balance 

and restraint – are kinda low.  THIS guy’s work is a rare exception, and should be respected as a model of 

how to achieve provocative yet accurate wine in Lodi.  Even as I feel like I’m running out of time, I still 

hope to do this on a relatively smaller scale in another wine region that could use a little inspiration.   
 

22.99 / 20.69 for all members 



 

 

The Wine Steward’s 

Wine 

Adventurer’s 
W I N E   C L U B 

November 2020 
 

 

WINE:  2016 Chateau Peyros  
 

SOURCE:  Madiran, France 
 

GRAPES:  60% Tannat, 40% Cabernet Franc 
 

 

 

 

STYLE:  Evasive?  No.  Delicate?  Hardly. 

Sexy?  Depends on your taste.  True?  Yep. 
 

FOOD:  Cassoulet, Stews, Possum… 

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  We are bringing you – dragging your kicking and screaming form by your ear? – 

to the Southwest France region of Madiran.  This sub-region of Gascony, south of Bordeaux, specializes in 

the Tannat grape.  You should know Tannat vies with Umbria’s Sagrantino as the most tannic grape variety 

in the world.  Tannins are the effect /  texture in a wine reminding you of chalk, or having just bitten into 

an underripe persimmon, mango, or (why not?!) a green banana peel.  Tannins get to wine from the skins 

of the grape, and sometimes from the seeds or stems and maybe even from the oak of a wine barrel.  

Tannins are a necessary element of the wine experience.  If we were to taste a completely tannin-less red 

we might miss out on the “structure”; the corset holding it all together.  Tannins, at the right amount, 

intrigue the palate with a certain sense of resistance.  We love it when a good Cab has the right amount 

and the right kind of tannins.  Tannat from Madiran exaggerates this.  You’re welcome . . . or I’m sorry.           

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  I am NOT sorry for providing you with a wine so faithful to the place and so 

appropriate with certain dishes.  What is helping the cause is Madiran’s allowance for a Cabernet Franc 

addition to its Tannats, which Chateau Peyros wisely exploits here.  Today is Friday.  In my glass is a pour 

from a bottle opened last Tuesday.  If the wine hasn’t gotten any more cheerful, I don’t care.  Madiran 

never giggles.  What I’m glad for is the health of this four-day wine.  It is intact.  ‘Must be those tannins... 

 

I’m saying it a lot this month and will have to repeat myself once more for the next wine, but this is very 

food-craving stuffe.  What to pair with Madiran?  The heartier the better! 

 

17.99 / 16.19 for all wine club members 



 

 

 

WINE:  2016 Chateau Unang ‘La Source’ 

 

SOURCE:  Ventoux, Rhone Valley, France 

 

GRAPES:  70% Syrah, 25% Grenache, 5% Cinsault 

 

ATTITUDE:  Mineral-driven 

 

FOOD:  Roasted meats, grilled lamb, stews  

 

 

 

 

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  Ventoux has yet to gain the renown of its Rhone neighbors to the west 

(Chateauneuf-du-Pape, Gigondas, etc.), but very thoughtful winegrowers such as Chateau Unang are 

doing great work there.  The Romans – and perhaps the Greeks before them – made wine here, 

downslope from the bald hump of Mont Ventoux.  The unusual and not-so-French name of this 

particularly ancient estate, “Unang,” closely resembles a Greek winery term, hinting of pre-Roman 

fermentations happening here.  Fast forward to the modern era when two decades or so ago a family from 

Scotland fell in love with and acquired the place.  Under their care Chateau Unang has become a small yet 

outspoken declaration for the Ventoux region.   

 
 

JIM’S WHIMS:  As often as I’ve been to Gigondas and Chateauneuf-du-Pape, I’d never made it around 

the bottom of the Dentelles de Montmirail and up to Ventoux, a mere forty-minute drive from the better-

known places.  Finally, last year, I visited Chateau Unang, inspired by a wine from them we’d just 

“clubbed”.  We were a group of eight sharing a rental in Seguret, and we’d just seen a Vacqueyras 

producer then had a great lunch in Beaumes de Venise.  As we tasted at Unang I realized something 

important, based on a hunch I’d already been harboring.  This region, higher than other parts of the Rhone 

and possessed of mineral-based soils not found elsewhere, is different.  My Rhone wine-loving companions 

were enjoying the experience, but I could read their overall sense of reservation about these sturdy Unang 

reds.  – And that was the difference.  Our group had been immersing itself into more friendly Grenache-

based reds from the other side of the hill, and had become more accustomed to those.  These Ventoux 

reds presented more mineral-driven, “intellectual” wine feels and flavors.  These “left brain” wines have 

their place however, and - as I’ve been declaring over and over again this month – they’re not cocktails but 

serious food reds.  – And they (this) will age, as the taste in my glass from a bottle opened four days ago 

proudly attests.  

18.99 / 17.09 for all wine club members  



The Wine Steward’s 

‘Here ‘n There’  

White Wine 
W I N E   C L U B 

November 2020 
 

 

 

 

 

WINE:  2019 Vilerma Blanco   
 

 

SOURCE:  Ribeiro, Spain 
 

 

GRAPES:  80% Treixadura, 6% Torrontes, 

4% Godello, 4% Albariño, 3% Loureiro,         

3% Lado (phew!) 

 
 

 

 
 

ATTITUDE:  Lush!  (not you, the wine)                      
             

 

FOOD:  Fish and shellfish or – why not?! –     

     Thanksgiving dinner!  

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  Welcome to Green Spain.  That’s what we often call Galicia, Spain’s province in 

its northwest, perched above Portugal and abutting the Atlantic.  This is the land of pilgrims making their 

way to Santiago de Compostela, deep river valleys, and a lot of rain (providing the “Green”).  Its most 

famous wines are grown closer to the coast and sometimes within direct view of it.  Those would be the 

Albariños you’ve no doubt experienced by now.  Ribeiro is just a little inland from that coastal place called 

Rias Baixas, and while Albariño may still happen here it becomes but a participant in the local blends.  The 

relative protection from the chilly sea also affects the style of Ribeiro wines . . .        

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  … And “style” is what drew me to this wine, long before I’d heard the long list of 

ingredients.  Drawing in a deep breath from the glass brought me three divergent yet completely 

cooperative impressions.  The first was flowers; orange blossoms, perhaps.  The second, fruit.  Mandarins 

and lemons and nectarines all had their say.  The third was a vaguely “green” tinge I’d classify as “herbal,” 

in a good way.  Tarragon?  Basil?  All of these sensations didn’t compete, but added up to a really fun 

aromatic experience.  Once in the mouth, the wine suggested the same “fork in the road” set of effects.  

There was the immediate sense of nearly-tropical lushness; a breadth of feel Albariño on its own wouldn’t 

typically provide.  There was also a citric, nearly lemony acidic affect offering “containment” to the lush 

fruit.  Finally, and perhaps more vaguely, there was delicate salinity energizing my tongue once the wine 

had left.  Perhaps the Atlantic, from a bit of distance, was still having its say?  I hope you enjoy thinking 

about this wine as several pieces, and that you’ll then let it gratify you as one wine, a sum of many parts.  
 

 

 

18.99 / 17.09 for all wine club members 



 

 

 

WINE:  2020 Babylon’s Peak Chenin Blanc 

 

SOURCE:  Swartland, South Africa 

 

GRAPES:  100% Chenin Blanc 

 

ATTITUDE:  Cheerful, plus nice complexity for the price 

 

FOOD:  A very appropriate Turkey Day choice! 

 

 

 

 

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  South African wines are still finding their way to us - haltingly, sporadically, and 

with huge quality variations.  Our best provider of late has been Importer Fran Kysela who, if I play my 

cards right, may just take me to that wine country someday.  That hoped-for immersion is bound to help 

business for him and for The Wine Steward, which is the idea:  When I see a great wine country firsthand I 

speak better for it, and you kindly appreciate the experience – vicariously – by buying into my enthusiasm.   
 

Babylon’s Peak was recently shown to the Tuesday Night Wine Club in the form of their very nice value 

Syrah.  Now here’s the Chenin Blanc, a grape for which South Africa deserves to be better known.  I think 

that in general this place honors the grape more than – for instance – we in California have.  No wonder:  

Chenin Blanc is South Africa’s MOST planted grape; not Cabernet, not Pinotage, etc.  Certainly, there is a 

vast amount of Chenin PLONK coming from there, but doesn’t every wine country have its plonk?  This 

Babylon’s Peak is at least one or two steps up from that grade, and as World Class Club Members now 

know, their $40+ Chenins can be phenomenal (reference the October provision of Quinta Essentia). 

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  I wonder if you noticed the vintage date:  2020.  Sounds weird, right?  - But remember 

that harvest time in the Southern Hemisphere happens alternatively, in March and April.  More 

importantly, the wine itself is faithful to Chenin Blanc.  Unlike Sauvignon Blanc, Verdejo, and Pinot 

Grigio, Chenin shouldn’t be considered a lean zinger of a wine.  It has more flesh on its bones, and that 

usually has nothing to do with an oak treatment, for there rarely is one.  One might say it expresses 

qualities of lemon, but they’d be more accurate by identifying “lemon curd,” which connotes a little more 

richness.  Lime leaves and lemon curd are what I’m finding here, along with golden apples and just a hint 

of dusty white chalk.  Most importantly, there is no sense of South African “Chenin Plonk,” which can have 

us referencing our list of chemical descriptors.  Nope, this is above that, and your halibut should agree!  
      

13.99 / 12.59 for all wine club members 



 
 

The Wine Steward’s 

Tuesday 

Night 
W I N E   C L U B 

November 2020 
 

        

 

 

WINE:  2019 Ma Vie 
 

 

SOURCE:  Gard, France 
 

 
 

 

GRAPES:  80% Grenache,  

                   20% Syrah  
  

ATTITUDE:  Cheery, Spicy, Fruity Truth 
 

FOOD:  Grilled fare / Thanksgiving dinner
 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  Grenache-based wines may never see a barrel.  In France’s Rhone Valley the 

inexpensive versions almost never do.  This is as much about winemaking budget as it is about knowing 

what’s best for Grenache.  More prone to oxidation than – say - Syrah or Cabernet, the kirschy fruit of 

Grenache remains more intact by storing that wine in vast containers, namely stainless steel tanks or 

subterranean fiberglass-lined concrete vats.  There are wooden barrels (foudres) reserved for Grenache here 

as well, but they are huge and neutrally-flavored; keeping the wine healthy and untouched by wood 

flavors.  The addition of Syrah in this particular wine helps with longevity, color, roundness, and 

plumpness, but know this:  Ma Vie never saw a barrel, and doesn’t miss the experience one little bit.       

 

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  We’ve been mentioning the Southern Rhone way of winemaking, yet the appellation on 

this wine’s label mysteriously declares itself as “IGP Gard”.  That’s a fairly new designation for an area 

that’s been growing grapes for many centuries, even millennia.  Most easily described as a satellite region 

of the Rhone, its name respects its proximity to the Pont du Gard.  If you have a hankering for Roman 

ruins and find yourself wandering outside Chateauneuf-du-Pape, be sure to wander here.  Pont du Gard is 

hardly a ruin but a vast, virtually-intact two thousand-year-old aqueduct.  – Intact right down to the 

ancient graffiti carved on its massive supports.  When you’ve had your fill of history and need to fill your 

bill, look up nearby restaurant Le Tracteur – it’s a darn good lunch!        

 

11.99 / 10.79 for all wine club members 



  

 

WINE:  2019 Never Look Back Cabernet Sauvignon 

 

SOURCE:  Swartland, South Africa 

 

GRAPES:  100% Cabernet Sauvignon 

 

ATTITUDE:  Cabernet having fun whilst keeping its feet 

 

FOOD:  Simple fare – burgers and pizza, perhaps?! 

 
 

 

 

 

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  This is the product of Riebeek Cellars, a banding-together of nine Swartland, 

South Africa farmers over half a century ago.  Think of it as a mini-cooperative, perhaps.  Grown in 

granite-based soils, the Cabernet grapes saw but a short sojourn in used barrels after fermentation (no 

longer than nine months) and that’s all they wanted – and all you can really expect since the wine had to 

get into bottles, travel half a world away, and stay on budget!       

 

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  What are my whims, indeed?  I rarely say anything about label design, but in this case 

it’s more than mentionable.  We could tell from the intelligent whimsy on the bottle that the wine would 

probably be inexpensive yet smart in style and accuracy.  The fragrance and flavors confirmed:  This is not 

huge wine – body-wise – and reflects a bit of careless sass with its high-toned fruit delivery, but the flavors 

are REAL, and that’s my main concern.  Have you ever actually bitten into a Cabernet Sauvignon grape as 

it’s approaching what a winemaker deems ripe and nearly ready for harvest?  It tastes quite a bit like this 

wine; a bit of fruit, certainly, but a lot of earth, pepper, and herb happening alongside.  That these are all 

occurring - along with good acidic framing - in this wine are indicators of wine honesty. 

 

We hope you notice its goodness, beyond the cool label design!   

 

12.99 / 11.69 for all wine club members 


